3 we induced CAEs with randomly-organized components under conditions in which the need for central fixation was removed, and found that CAE strength was directly related to the organization as well as the density of local-orientation components. In Expt 4, we found that the global organization of local-orientation components enhanced CAE strength only in regions away from the edges of these components: pattern organization did not affect the strength of CAEs at edges. We interpret these findings as evidence that CAEs may involve separate edge-and spread-colour components, and conclude that such components may account for observations previously attributed to global pattern geometry.
Coloured aftereffects Lie geometry
Local-orientation components Eye movements Neon colour spreading Spatially-contingent coloured aftereffects (CAEs), such as the McCollough effect (McCollough, 1965) , offer clues for understanding how different aspects of a visual scene, such as form and colour, are processed conjointly. Recent claims that CAEs are influenced by perceptual organization and global-pattern context (Dodwell & Humphrey, 1990; , for example, are in many ways consistent with the classical Gestalt axiom that a perceived whole is more than the sum of its parts (see Dodwell, 1986) . This differs from the conventional understanding that CAEs are relatively independent of global-pattern context (Broerse & Crassini, 1986) . In the present investigation we first re-examine evidence provided by Dodwell and (1987) that led them to dismiss the role of localorientation components in CAEs induced with complex patterns. We then examine how the organization and spatial distribution (density) of orientation components in induction and test patterns may interact to influence generalization of CAEs. Specifically, we were interested in whether influences attributed to global dimensions of perceptual organization (i.e. Dodwell & Humphrey, 1990 ) may be mediated by more local colour-spatial interactions.
In her original report, McCollough (1965) induced CAEs by requiring observers to inspect alternating blue-vertical and orange-horizontal contours for 3-4min. When observers viewed an achromatic test pattern of adjacent vertical and horizontal contours, they reported desaturated orange colours on the vertical, and desaturated blue colours on the horizontal. McCollough attributed these negative CAE phenomena to the "colour adaptation of orientation-specific edge detectors" in the visual system (p. 1115). One widelyfavoured interpretation (e.g. Harris, 1980; Stromeyer, 207 208 JACK BROERSE and ROBERT P. O'SHEA 1978) of this neural-adaptation explanation is that after inspecting say, red-vertical contours, populations of cells sensitive to red-vertical edges are no longer capable of contributing equally with green-sensitive mechanisms to the overall pattern of activity that normally corresponds to the presence of achromatic-vertical contours (i.e. post-excitatory suppression). Since this asymmetry in activity normally occurs only when green-vertical contours are actually present, achromatic-vertical contours are misperceived as green.
McCollough's observers also reported CAEs on achromatic patterns of concentric circles and radial contours: desaturated orange colours were seen on those parts of the circular/radial contours that approximated vertical, and desaturated blue colors were seen on parts that approximated horizontal. This suggests that coloursensitive mechanisms involved in the induction of CAEs are tuned to local-orientation components, and independent of the global-pattern context in which these components occur. These characteristics of colour-sensitive mechanisms are also implicit in alternative explanations of CAEs, such as the suggestion that repeated pairings of colour and orientation result in the formation of learned associations between these properties (e.g. Leppman, 1973; Murch, 1976; Siegel, Allan & Eissenberg, 1992; Skowbo, 1984) .
In both neural-adaptation and associative-learning accounts of CAEs, a particular orientation component cannot elicit the simultaneous (mis)perception of complementary colour responses. Fidell (1970) , for example, showed that no CAEs are reported when induction is to red-and green-vertical components. If, however, redand green-vertical components are imaged on different retinal regions with strict fixation, CAEs are reported (Stromeyer & Dawson, 1978) . These results suggest that CAEs are retinotopic under fixation conditions. Early attempts to induce CAEs with pairs of geometric configurations/patterns containing common orientation components are consistent with this view. Foreit and Ambler (1978) reported that inspection of a red (outline) square alternating with a green cross failed to generate appropriate CAEs when observers scanned these induction patterns. In this case the non-exclusive pairing of complementary colours with orientations common to both induction patterns results in cancellation; observers' random eye movements during scanning ensuring that the respective horizontal and vertical components of both the square (red) and the cross (green) coincided at common retinal locations. When cancellation was avoided, by using only one induction pattern (i.e. red square), Foreit and Ambler's observers reported appropriate CAEs (green) on the horizontal and vertical components of both achromatic square and crosses.
More recently, the question of retinotopic specificity has been re-opened in attempts to induce CAEs with *This interpretation is supported in a footnoted comment which indicates that these authors were unable to obtain reliable reports of CAEs in pilot investigations unless central fixation was maintained during induction.
complex circularly-symmetrical patterns, similar to the test patterns originally used by McCollough to examine CAE generalization. Emerson et al. (1985) required observers to maintain strict central fixation while inspecting alternating patterns of, say, red concentric circles and green radials, and then to inspect composite achromatic test patterns [i.e. adjacent quadrants taken from corresponding parts of the two induction patterns; see Fig. l(c) ]. Emerson et al. reported that most observers saw appropriate negative CAEs on each pattern quadrant. Of course, one interpretation of these CAEs is that they are retinotopically-localized: like the outline square and cross used by Foreit and Ambler, when the two circularly-symmetrical patterns are superimposed on a common centre, it is clear that the contours in one pattern (e.g. concentric circles) are locally orthogonal to the contours in the other pattern (i.e. radials). Emerson et al.'s use of central fixation, therefore, would have ensured that complementary colours are paired exclusively with only one of two orthogonal orientations at any one retinal location.* A second interpretation of CAEs induced with circularly-symmetrical patterns is that these effects depend on global-pattern organization. Emerson et al. prefer this alternative interpretation, which they support by showing that CAEs induced with one pair of (locallyorthogonal) retinotopic organizations (e.g. horizontal and vertical contours) are independent of CAEs induced with a second pair of (locally-orthogonal) retinotopic organizations (e.g. concentric circles and radials). Using successive-induction procedures, observers inspected, say, alternating patterns of red-vertical and greenhorizontal contours in an initial 10-min-induction session, and then alternating patterns of red concentric circles and green radial contours in an immediately succeeding 10-min-induction session. On subsequent presentation of composite test patterns, observers reported CAEs which were interpreted as being consistent with the global organization of the particular patterns used during induction (the original successive-induction paradigm used by Emerson et al. involved a third pair of patterns, but this is of no consequence for the present discussion). On this account CAEs induced by separate pairs of globally-orthogonal patterns "can exist simultaneously in one observer", and "show relatively little of the types of interference" that might be expected to occur if these CAEs were retinally localized (Humphrey et al., 1985, p. 343; see also Humphrey et al., 1989) .
Contrary to the view that CAEs are contingent on the separate orientation components of a pattern, the induction of CAEs with complex circularly-symmetrical patterns suggests instead that CAEs are contingent on the geometric relationships between orientation components. This view is shared by Siegel et al. (1992) , who, in a recent re-evaluation of associative-learning accounts of CAEs, induced CAEs with variations of the "square and cross" configuration previously used (unsuccessfully) by Foreit and Ambler (1978) . Since Siegel et al. did not indicate whether their observers scanned the induction patterns or centrally fixated, however, their conclusion that these CAEs are "pattern-contingent" (rather than orientation-contingent) seems unwarranted: Even when no fixation/eye movement instructions are given, observers typically default to a central fixation mode of viewing (Yasuda, 1978 ; see also Broerse & Grimbeek, 1994; Humphrey, Herbert, Symons & Kara, 1994; Siegel, Allan & Eissenberg, 1994) . Dodwell and O'Shea (1987) attempted to resolve the question of whether CAEs are specific to local, retinotopic, orientation components of complex patterns, or depend on the global, spatiotopic pattern, by explicitly varying viewing mode. They required their observers to make controlled eye movements to direct fixation away from pattern centres to locations where the local-orientation components in one induction pattern (e.g. red concentric circles) would coincide retinotopically with similarly-oriented components in the second induction pattern (i.e. green radial contours). Since CAEs contingent on local-orientation components would be expected to cancel each other under these conditions, Dodwell and O'Shea concluded that the CAEs reported by their observers must have been contingent on global, spatiotopic organization.
In a second experiment, Dodwell and O'Shea directly manipulated global pattern organization. Observers in one condition centrally fixated on induction patterns of randomly-organized vertical and horizontal texture elements shown in one colour, alternating with locallyorthogonal texture elements shown in the complementary colour. Observers reported no CAEs under these conditions. Since central fixation should have allowed complementary CAEs contingent on local-orientation components, Dodwell and O'Shea concluded that "local orthogonality in the induction phase is not a sufficient condition for the generation of [CAEs]" (1987, p. 577) .
In keeping with previous investigations by Dodwell et al., Dodwell and O'Shea (1987) interpreted their findings as evidence for specific Gestalt-like operations that are presumed to occur as a perceiver moves through the visual environment. The transformations in optic flow underlying these operations are described by the formal properties of mathematical Groups [Lie Groups (Lie & Engels, 1888) ], a general theoretical approach to the perception of visual space developed originally by Hoffman (1966) , and subsequently applied to the analysis of two-dimensional patterns [i.e. Lie Transformation Group Model of Neuropsychology, or LTG/NP (Dodwell, 1983; Dodwell & Humphrey, 1990; Hoffman, 1984; Hoffman & Dodwell, 1985) ].
For the purposes of the current investigations, it suffices to note that the geometry of vectorfields generated under LTG/NP (e.g. translations, rotations, di-*Evidence of retinotopic localization may not have been sufficiently attended to in these investigations (see footnote * on p. 208). In what is described as a conservative measure , the reports of observers who indicated that colours did not extend over the entire test quadrant (i.e. restricted to a local region within the quadrant) were discounted in major analyses of their data (see also Humphrey et al., 1985) .
lations) are assumed to represent pattern "primitives", and that these primitives are processed as mutuallyorthogonal pairs in independent global channels (see Dodwell & Humphrey, 1990) . On this account, patterns of horizontal and vertical contours are processed in one pair of channels, and patterns of concentric circles and radial contours are processed in another pair of channels, independent of the first. As indicated earlier, CAEs contingent on the former can thus co-exist in a single observer with CAEs contingent on the latter, even though these involve seeing complementary subjective colours on the same orientation components at retinotopically-common locations. The successive-induction procedures used in initial demonstrations of pattern-contingent CAEs Humphrey et al., 1985) provide only indirect evidence of independent global channels. Moreover, the composite test patterns these authors used would not have been likely to show the sort of retinotopic localization evident in McCollough's (1965) whole-field test patterns.* In this respect the evidence provided by Dodwell and O'Shea's systematic manipulation of fixation by controlled eye movements, and manipulation of global organization, is more convincing. Their conclusions, however, involve two critical assumptions about inducing CAEs, and two about testing CAEs. First, they assumed that controlled and successive fixation of similarly-oriented contours belonging to different global patterns presented in different colours should neutralize retinotopically-localized CAEs. Second, they assumed that strict central fixation of orthogonal contours of different colours should produce retintopically-localized CAEs. Third, they assumed that test contour density was optimal for evoking CAEs. Fourth, they assumed that subjects were attending to the part of the test stimuli that shows the maximum CAE. Dodwell and O'Shea's assumption that systematic eye movements should neutralize retinotopically-localized CAEs was based on an analysis of the geometry of eye movements and local-orientation components occurring during successive fixations of their circular-and radialinduction patterns. In our Expt 1 we re-analyse this geometry, and then re-examine the properties of circularly-symmetrical CAEs on the basis of this revised analysis.
In Expt 2 we re-examine Dodwell and O'Shea's assumption that central fixation of random, locallyorthogonal, induction patterns would allow retinotopically-localized CAEs. In particular, we identify three possible reasons why their subjects failed to show such CAEs.
In Expt 3, we note from Dodwell and O'Shea's own results one surprising exception to their conclusion that global organization is crucial in CAEs, namely, their failure to find anomalous transfer. Crassini, Broerse and O'Shea (1979) applied the term "anomalous transfer" to describe the fact that CAEs induced with bar segments are stronger when tested with the segments joined into gratings than with the original bar segments (Sharpe & Tees, 1978) . In particular, we note that the test stimuli 210 JACK BROERSE and ROBERT P. O'SHEA Dodwell and O'Shea used contained bar segments of low density. To assess the importance of test contour density, we specifically manipulate it.
In Expt 4, we identify two different aspects of CAEs:
edge colour and spread colour. Stromeyer, Lange and Ganz (1973) hinted at this distinction when they studied CAEs induced and tested with gratings having sawtooth luminance profiles. They reported that the saturation of CAEs at low test frequencies "was concentrated near the edges and faded off gradually away from edges" (p. 2352, italics in the original). Because of the low density of the components in Dodwell and O'Shea's test patterns, it may be that their observers attended to the large contourless areas when making colour judgements where CAEs would be weak, rather than to edges where illusory colours would be stronger. We measure CAEs in both these parts of test stimuli.
EXPERIMENT 1
In Dodwell and O'Shea's (1987) Expt 1, they attempted to distinguish between local and global explanations of CAEs by requiring subjects to make controlled fixations on different parts of complex patterns such as radial lines (RL) and concentric circles (CC), and rectangular hyperbolae arranged around different meridians. If CAEs are based on local, retinotpic, orientation contingencies, they argued that these could be cancelled by eye movements. CAEs therefore would be found only when subjects fixated the centre of the patterns during induction. If, however, CAEs are based on the global, spatiotopic nature of the patterns, and the patterns themselves processed in independent channels, eye movements should not reduce the CAEs (cf. Yasuda, 1978) . For example, the local vertical components in red CAEs contingent on a pattern of concentric circles would be independent of the local vertical components in green CAEs contingent on a pattern of radial lines, even though during successive eye movements these components may occur at the same retinal location.
In order to cancel local CAEs during induction with RL/CC patterns, Dodwell and O'Shea positioned four small yellow fixation lights at the corners of an imaginary square superimposed on each pattern. The centre of this square coincided with pattern centres so that the lights appeared at half radius. In their eye-movements conditions, observers fixated each light once per view of each induction pattern. Patterns presented in red light were alternated with their pair-mates in green light to ensure that similar orientation components were presented to central vision in both red and green light, which, as noted above, normally results in the cancellation of CAEs. In their no-eye-movements conditions, observers fixated a central yellow spot throughout induction. Similar procedures were adopted with induction and test gratings of vertical and horizontal (V/H). Since the local orientation components in rectilinear gratings are invariant over the pattern, complementary CAEs contingent on these orthogonal gratings were not expected to cancel.
In keeping with their predictions, Dodwell and O'Shea found no significant differences in the strength of CAEs contingent on V/H patterns in eye-movements and noeye-movements conditions. Critically, with RL/CC patterns, they found significant CAEs that also did not differ in strength between eye-movements and no-eyemovements conditions. They also found significant CAEs with the rectangular hyperbolae patterns, although eye movements reduced them significantly. Dodwell and O'Shea interpreted these results as evidence that CAEs induced with complex patterns were contingent on the relationship between components (i.e. spatiotopic CAEs) rather than the components themselves (i.e. local CAEs).
To establish that local CAEs would cancel under their eye-movements conditions, Dodwell and O'Shea provided an analysis based on the geometry of local orientation components in RL/CC patterns over successive fixations. This analysis showed that cancellation by similarly oriented components should occur in a region approx. 1 2 deg around central fixation [see Fig. l(a) ]. We note, however, that the full-diameter test patterns used in their investigation extended well beyond these regions of central vision. Since these extended regions were stimulated by corresponding parts of the induction patterns during eye movements, it is necessary also to consider the geometry of eye movements and local components in more peripheral regions of vision to understand their results fully. We attempt this in Fig. l(b) , which shows the typical pattern of induction produced as observers successively fixated on designated points in alternating RL/CC patterns.
Inspection of Fig To examine these possibilities we repeated the essential features of the experiment reported by Dodwell and O'Shea, but halved the diameter of achromatic patterns in an additional test condition. An example is given in Fig. l(d) . Such a half-diameter stimulus should be confined largely within the central region of the retina, where any local CAEs should be cancelled. Importantly, no part of this pattern overlaps with those outer regions of induction patterns where, according to our analysis [ Fig. l(b) ], retinotopically-localized CAEs might be expected. If our explanation in terms of effects induced by the outer regions of the induction patterns is correct, then depending on the overall effectiveness of the cancellation procedure, there should be marked reductions in strength of CAEs observed, if any, on half-diameter test patterns. If the explanation in terms of spatiotopic induction offered by Dodwell and O'Shea is correct, however, then half-diameter patterns should be just as effective as full-diameter patterns in eliciting colour reports.
Method Subjects
Sixteen volunteers with normal or corrected-tonormal visual acuity and normal colour vision were recruited from the students and staff of the Department of Psychology at the University of Queensland to act as observers. Only two observers were aware of the expected outcomes of the study.
Apparatus
All stimuli were displayed on a Radius high-resolution colour monitor driven by customised software implemented on a Macintosh II. Stimuli were designed to be a close replication of the essential conditions of Expt 1 reported by Dodwell and O'Shea, and unless specifically mentioned [in brackets], all stimulus parameters were the same as they used.
Two pairs of orthogonal patterns were used to induce CAEs. One pattern-pair consisted of vertical and horizontal lines (V/H), and the other pattern-pair consisted of radial lines and concentric circles (RL/CC). The patterns were presented as black contours upon a green (CIE Y = 41.8, x = 0.296, y = 0.584) or a magenta (CIE Y = 14.6, x =0.416, y =0.235) field, and subtended 11.42 deg of the visual field at a viewing distance of 80 cm. During conditions requiring the observers to scan the display, a yellow dot (0.18 deg dia) was placed at the corners of an imaginary, concentric square with diagonals subtending 5.71 deg of visual angle. The yellow dot appeared at each position once in a random order during presentation of an induction pattern. During centralviewing conditions, a yellow dot was positioned in the centre of the induction stimuli.
The test stimuli consisted of whole-field or contrast patterns of black contours embedded in a white field (CIE Y= 57.0, x = 0.282, y =0.298). Whole-field patterns contained the same contours as the induction patterns, whereas contrast patterns consisted of alternating quadrants from a pair of inducing patterns divided along the vertical and horizontal diameters [Dodwell and O'Shea used 
Procedure
Observers were randomly allocated to one of two groups, viewing either V/H or RL/CC patterns throughout the study. The experiment was conducted over 2 weeks, with observers viewing the induction patterns with central fixation I week, and fixating on points appearing in the periphery of the pattern in the following week [Dodwell and O' Shea used a completely betweensubjects design]. The order in which observers viewed the inducing patterns with either eye movements or without eye movements was counterbalanced.
Prior to induction, each observer was given standard instructions on the necessity of strict fixation, on how to make colour judgements, and on the use of a colour scale. Observers named the colours perceived on the test stimuli as either red or green, and guessed if they saw no colour. The intensity of the colours perceived was rated on a scale between 0 and 100, with a value of zero corresponding to white (i.e. no colour), and a value of 100 corresponding to the saturation of colours used in induction patterns. During induction in the no-eyemovements condition, observers were told to fixate the spot at the centre of the patterns. During induction in the eye-movements condition, they were told that yellow dots would appear on the induction stimulus randomly at different positions in the periphery of the display, and that they were to fixate on the position at which the dot appeared.
After the instructions were given, observers were asked to place their chins on a chin rest and pre-test measures were obtained. Observers were presented with test stimuli containing patterns (i.e. V/H or RL/CC) they would view during induction. Colour judgements were elicited from each region of the contrast patterns, and a single colour judgement was elicited from the whole-field patterns. Each test pattern was presented to observers four times, and the order of presentation was randomised [Dodwell and O' Shea presented all possible test patterns, including those for patterns that were not induced (e.g. if a subject was induced with V/H, they were tested with V/H patterns, as well as RL/CC and the rectangular hyperbolae). They presented each test stimulus once.] Immediately after providing pre-test judgements, observers viewed the inducing pattern-pair in complementary colours alternating every 9.5 sec for 10 min with a 0.5 sec interval between presentations. The colour-pattern contingencies for the inducing stimuli were reversed from one week to the next. After induction, observers were allowed to move their heads freely during a 5 min rest period with the lights turned on. This was done to allow any spurious coloured afterimages to dissipate. Observers then placed their heads in the chin rest again and post-test colour judgements were obtained. The procedures used to obtain post-test judgements were identical to those used during pre-test.
Results
Estimates of the saturation of colours consistent with the colour-pattern contingencies viewed during induction were scored as positive; inconsistent estimates were scored as negative. Pre-test magnitude estimates were then subtracted from post-test scores and averaged across all presentations of whole-field and contrast patterns to produce net magnitude estimates for CAEs observed on full-diameter and half-diameter test stimuli in both the eye-movements and no-eye-movements conditions. These scores were then transformed to natural logarithms.
Transformed net magnitude estimates were examined using a three-way analysis of variance with a mixed design. The between-groups factor was the Pattern-pair (RL/CC vs V/H), and the within-groups factors were Fixation (eye-movements vs no-eye-movements) and Size (full-diameter vs half-diameter).
All main effects and interactions were significant. These may be best illustrated by considering the significant three-way interaction, F~1.14)=9.13, P<0.001, which is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Full-diameter test conditions that repeat those used by Dodwelt and O'Shea (1987) are shown in Fig. 2 (a), with half-diameter test conditions shown in Fig. 2 
Discussion
In the V/H induction, we replicated results reported by Dodwell and O'Shea indicating that eye movements do not reduce the strength of CAEs. The strength of CAEs observed with full-and half-diameter test patterns were comparable in both eye-movements and no-eyemovements conditions. This suggests that the patterns of results we obtained with RL/CC patterns cannot be attributed simply to eye movements, or to the reduced size of the test stimulus. Instead, the effect of these manipulations on local orientation contingencies must be examined.
We More importantly, further reductions in strength were observed with half-diameter test patterns in the eyemovements condition. These results are consistent with claims that cancellation occurring during the eyemovements condition is more complete in central vision. In summary, the results with both half-and full-diameter test patterns suggest that CAEs induced with complex circularly-symmetrical patterns (RL/CC) are contingent on local orientation components, and not, as suggested by Dodwell and O'Shea, contingent on global organization.
EXPERIMENT 2
In their second experiment, Dodwell and O'Shea used two basic induction conditions to establish that global organization is necessary to induce CAEs. In what we will call their mixed-orientation (MO) condition, patterns consisted of a random array of vertical and horizontal contour elements. A second pattern was constructed by individually rotating elements by 90 deg, making the pattern-pairs locally orthogonal. In what we will call their uniform-orientation (UO) conditions, patterns consisted of contour elements all having the same orientation; thus making this pair of patterns globally orthogonal. Dodwell and O'Shea used two types of UO patterns: in their global-organization condition, all uniformly-oriented elements were arranged into columns, resulting in gratings with rectangular luminance profiles. In their partial-organization condition, the positioning of elements in patterns was the same as the (random) positioning of elements in the MO induction condition, resulting in jittered bars. During both induction and test phases of their experiment, observers were required to fixate on a central spot.
Dodwell and O'Shea reasoned that if CAEs are determined solely by local orientation components, then both MO and UO induction conditions should generate equivalent effects. In one retinal region, for example, a vertical element may be presented in green light, and a horizontal element in red light. In the MO condition, an adjacent region may be presented with a horizontal element in green, and vertical element in red. Both regions have received adequate stimuli for local CAEs. If tested with a vertical element in the first retinal area and a horizontal element in the second, both elements should appear pinkish (opposite orientation-colour effects). If there is no interaction between the regions (strict retinotopy), the effects in this MO condition should be just as compelling as when both regions receive identical orientation-colour contingencies, as with the patterns used in UO induction conditions. As indicated earlier, however, Dodwell and O'Shea found that naive observers only reported significant CAEs in UO induction conditions: no CAEs were reported in the MO induction condition.
We note, however, that in a footnote Dodwell and O'Shea (1987) assert that weak, brief CAEs were reported by experienced subjects following MO induction. It is possible that the CAEs under MO induction were so weak that naive subjects did not report them. We designed our Expt 2 to maximize the chances of finding weak CAEs. We offer three reasons why Dodwell and O'Shea (1987) failed to find CAEs in the MO condition. First, if CAEs generalize to adjacent unadapted areas containing appropriate oriented contours, as indicated by the results of Expt 1 (see also Murch, 1974) , then any fixational instability during the test phase, no matter how small, will reduce effects obtained with MO patterns, but not reduce effects obtained with UO patterns. That is, eye movements over MO patterns will tend to bring an opposite orientation closer to a retinal region with a particular local CAE. A region may be adapted so that vertical contours appear pinkish, and horizontals appear greenish.
If this region is stimulated simultaneously by an off-centre vertical test contour, and part of a horizontal contour from an adjacent part of the test stimulus, the elicitation of pink by the vertical will be reduced by the green in response to the horizontal.
Second, if fixation is optimal, this may itself reduce the strength of CAEs. When induction stimuli are stabilized on the retina either no (Piggins & Leppmann, 1973) , or weak (Stromeyer & Dawson, 1974) CAEs are observed (admittedly, we did not find any difficulty in eliciting CAEs under fixation with the symmetrical and contourdense patterns used in Expt 1). While there is no reason to suppose that fixation was any more precise on MO induction patterns than on UO patterns, if the former give weaker CAEs than the latter, as suggested above, then further reductions by strict fixation may have rendered effects observed with MO patterns indistinguishable. Effects observed with UO patterns, however, would simply be reduced in strength.
Finally, although the repeated induction over successive sessions does not appear to result in facilitation of CAEs by way of perceptual learning (e.g. Skowbo & Rich, 1982) , it seems that at least some observers benefit from practice in observing CAEs following a single induction. During informal observations involving the fixation procedures and stimulus patterns used by Dodwell and O'Shea, for example, naive observers often reported seeing no illusory colours on the first few presentations of test stimuli, but switched to reporting appropriate colours on subsequent presentations, even though no further induction was undertaken. The consequences of practice effects for the design used in the study conducted by Dodwell and O'Shea concern the likelihoods of observing CAEs induced with MO and UO patterns. Under MO induction, only four (of 12) test stimuli had the potential to elicit a CAE (i.e. those which match the induction stimuli). Under UO induction, eight test patterns had the potential to elicit CAEs in both partially-and globally-organized conditions. There were thus twice the number of opportunities for observers to notice CAEs under UO induction before the critical stimuli were presented.
The claims made by Dodwell and O'Shea that randomly-positioned and locally-orthogonal contour elements (i.e. MO patterns) are insufficient to induce CAEs is critical in discounting local explanations of CAEs. For this reason, in Expt 2 we modified the procedures used by Dodwell and O'Shea to enhance the likelihood of observing CAEs with MO patterns. There is really nothing simple which could be done about the fact that MO patterns are potentially more susceptible to reduction by fixation instability than UO patterns, except to stress to observers the necessity for strict fixation. This strategy, of course, is opposite to that required by the second consideration above. In pilot testing, observers noted that brief CAEs could be resurrected by blinking, or by looking away for a few moments and then re-fixating. Subjects were instructed to try these strategies for all test stimuli, and to report the strongest colour they could obtain. Finally, to decrease the likelihood of differential practice effects, the experiment was run as a within-subjects design, rather than a between-subjects design. Moreover, the number of MO test stimuli which could potentially elicit CAEs within each session was doubled by the inclusion of the whole-field test stimuli.
Method Subjects
Four volunteers with normal colour vision and with at least 6/6 Snellen acuities in both eyes were recruited from staff and students of the Department of Psychology at Dalhousie University. No observer had ever participated in a study of the McCollough effect, and all were naive as to the purposes of the experiment.
Apparatus
Induction and test patterns were the same as those employed in Expt 2 of Dodwell and O'Shea (1987) . Examples of these patterns are shown in Fig. 3 . Four pairs of induction patterns containing line elements placed in random positions, such that no adjacent contour elements touched, were used throughout this study. Two pairs of induction stimuli contained vertical and horizontal contour elements (MO). One pair of MO induction patterns was formed by a random array of vertical and horizontal contour elements, with each contour element in the pair-mate of this stimulus rotated by 90 deg. This pattern-pair will be referred to as Set 1. A second pair of MO patterns, referred to as Set 2, were generated with a new random arrangement of contour elements. Individual patterns in the other two pairs of induction stimuli contained line elements of uniform orientation (UO). UO patterns were formed from each member of each pair of MO patterns by rotating all the contour elements of one orientation by 90 deg, so that every contour element in that pattern had the same orientation. Pair-mates in a set of UO patterns contained orthogonal contour elements.
During conditions where CAEs were induced with MO pattern-pairs, test patterns were either identical to the induction stimuli (whole-field patterns), or formed from adjacent quadrants of a set of induction patterns (contrast patterns) divided along their horizontal and vertical diameters. In order to increase the number of appropriate stimuli, variants of the whole-field test patterns were also used. These patterns were generated by relaxing the criterion that contour elements not touch. Test patterns used in conditions where CAEs were induced with UO pattern-pairs were all of the contrast variety. These patterns contained quadrants that were either identical to those in the induction stimuli (i.e. not touching), contained contour elements that were allowed to touch, or contained contour elements that were arranged into bars (Fig. 3) .
Stimuli were mounted on 35 mm slides and projected by a Kodak carousel projector on to a screen 120 cm from the observer. The presentation of stimuli was controlled by an Apple IIe microcomputer. The size of the induction field was identical to that used by Dodwell and O'Shea, subtending l l.42deg of visual angle. Kodak Wratten filters Nos 32 (magenta) and 58 (green) were used to provide induction colours. A glass neutral density filter placed in front of the projector lens was used to reduce the luminance of the achromatic test patterns.
Luminances were measured with a UDT 161 Radiometer fitted with a 15 deg lumilens photometric filter (model 1153). Light parts of the test patterns with the neutral density filter reflected 7.26 cd/m 2. With the neutral density filter replaced by a magenta filter, light parts of the induction patterns reflected 21.72cd/m 2. With a green filter, light parts had a luminance of 62.83 cd/m 2.
Procedure
The study was conducted over at least 9 weeks, with each observer participating in nine induction sessions. A forced-choice colour naming paradigm was used in which observers nominated whether test contours appeared red or green, and then rated the intensity of the coiours perceived on a scale between 1 (weakest colour) to 100 (colour equivalent to the induction colours). 
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i,ml w Sessions were separated by at least l week to allow CAEs to dissipate. Magnitude estimates provided during the pre-tests rarely exceeded 1, indicating that this was a sufficient delay. An introductory session was conducted in which observers viewed vertical and horizontal gratings in magenta and green, but without any requirement for strict fixation (i.e. traditional McCollough effect induction). All observers spontaneously reported CAEs and were given practice in estimating the intensity of the perceived colours. To increase their sensitivity to CAEs that would be induced during the formal sessions, observers were then told that these would most likely be the strongest effects they would observe during the experiment.
In the subsequent eight sessions, the induction patterns were varied by Pattern-type (Mixed-orientation vs Uniform-orientation), Set (Set 1 vs Set 2), and Colourcontingencies (magenta/green vs green/magenta). The Pattern-type and Set used was alternated from week to week and counterbalanced across observers. The Colour-contingencies employed, however, varied at random.
Prior to induction, pre-test measures were obtained for all 12 test patterns presented in a random order. Observers were asked to imagine that each stimulus was divided into four quadrants along the horizontal and vertical diameters. Observers were required to name the colour (red or green) and rate the strength of the colour perceived in each quadrant. Following the pre-test, observers viewed the induction stimuli alternating every 10 sec for 11 min with a 0.8 sec interval between presentations. After induction, observers were then encouraged to look around the room for at least 10min under normal room lighting to allow any afterimages to dissipate. Post-test measures were then obtained using procedures identical to those used during the pre-test. Observers were required to fixate upon a central spot during both induction and test phases of the experiment.
Results
Magnitude estimates were scored as positive if the colour reported was consistent with the colourorientation contingencies viewed during induction, and negative if the colour was inconsistent. Then pre-test magnitude estimates were subtracted from the post-test scores for each quadrant. For each pair of test patterns formed from a set of induction patterns, the values for the eight quadrants were averaged. These averages were then transformed to natural logarithms. To assess the difference between induction with MO and UO patterns, data from contrast test stimuli identical to the induction stimuli were anlysed by a three-way analysis of variance with Pattern-type, Set, and Colourcontingencies as within-subjects factors. Only the main effect for Pattern-type was significant, F(~,3)= 16.48, P < 0.05: UO patterns yielded significantly greater CAEs than MO patterns (see Table 1 for means). Separate supplementary analyses of UO induction conditions revealed that CAEs observed on whole-field test stimuli were more muted than those observed with contrast stimuli, F(~. 3)= 11.03, P < 0.05. In neither analysis was the strength of CAEs influenced by whether adjacent elements in a test pattern touched, or in the case of UO patterns, by whether or not the elements were organized into bars.
The critical question was whether induction with MO patterns can produce CAEs. Since a total of 16 observers in the experiment reported by Dodwell and O'Shea failed to provide evidence of CAEs in this condition, reports by the four observers in the present investigation were analysed separately for each individual. In the absence of any significant influences due to counterbalancing factors, raw data from all levels of the test conditions were averaged for each observer. These means were tested for a significant difference from zero by t-tests.* As shown in Table 1 , three of the four observers provided convincing reports of CAEs after induction with mixed-orientation patterns.
*Given a significant difference between UO and MO patterns in an overall analysis, no corrections for experiment-wise error were made. Indeed, the calculation of error terms for each individual case, which incorporates error due to counterbalancing factors, represents a statistically conservative approach. tMO patterns were identical to the locally-orthogonal patterns used by Dodwell and O'Shea. The latter were constructed to generate complementary CAEs involving the same orientation. That is, in one induction pattern a vertical element at Location 1 is adjacent to a horizontal element at Location 2. The pairmate of this induction pattern has a horizontal element at Location 1, and a vertical element at Location 2. If the first pattern is presented in say, red, and the second in green, then the net outcome will involve a local green-vertical (and red-horizontal) CAE at Location 1, and a local red-vertical (and green-horizontal) CAE at Location 2.
Discussion
Contrary to the conclusions of Dodwell and O'Shea, the results of this experiment provide clear evidence that CAEs can be generated with MO patterns consisting of locally-orthogonal orientation components. These results are consistent with previous studies demonstrating the retinotopic characteristics of CAEs (e.g. Stromeyer & Dawson, 1978) . More importantly, the claim that CAEs cannot be induced with the random positioning of elements in MO patterns was pivotal in Dodwell and O'Shea concluding that globally-organized patterns are necessary to induce CAEs. Our finding that MO patterns can be used to generate reliable CAEs shows that this conclusion is not warranted.
Our finding that CAEs induced and tested with MO patterns are weaker than those obtained with UO patterns is not directly comparable with the results reported by Dodwell and O'Shea. In agreement with their general thesis, however, it could be argued that the stronger CAEs observed with UO patterns may reflect the influence of global organization. That is, half the randomly-positioned elements in MO patterns consisted of horizontal orientation components, and half consisted of vertical components. These were transformed into UO patterns by rotating half the randomly-positioned elements in MO patterns to create an all-vertical pattern, and half the elements of its pair-mate to create an all-horizontal pattern. Even though the rotated elements remained centred on the same randomly determined positions, this transformation doubles the spatial density of (same-orientation) elements in UO patterns as well as increasing the global organization in these patterns.
To further investigate the nature of spatial interactions due to spatial density and/or global organization, in Expt 3 we systematically manipulated both factors with orientation held constant.
EXPERIMENT 3
The extent to which spatial interactions between adjacent elements in MO and UO patterns might influence the overall strength of CAEs is one of two aspects of colour generalization identified in our Introduction. We suggested that the failure of Dodwell and O'Shea to generate CAEs with patterns in which local elements were randomly arranged may have been due to the mixture of horizontal and vertical orientation components in these patterns: each orientation was present simultaneously in both (red and green) induction patterns, making the use of fixation mandatory to avoid cancellation of locally-generated CAEs. In patterns consisting of partial or complete global organization, by comparison, all local elements were uniformly oriented. One outcome of this is that immediately adjacent CAEs in MO patterns involve complementary colourorientation contingencies, whereas those in UO patterns involve similar colour-orientation contingencies.t As well as the differences between spatial density and global organization mentioned above, this may also have con-tributed to the differences in strength of CAEs on MO and UO patterns observed in Expt 2. Since the purpose of Expt 3 is to re-examine the effects of global organization and spatial density by using patterns consisting of uniformly-oriented elements, we note that the need for fixation to allow the induction of CAEs of opposite "sign" on immediately adjacent elements is automatically removed.
A second aspect of CAE generalization raised in our Introduction concerned Dodwell and O'Shea's failure to find evidence of anomalous transfer (see Crassini et al., 1979) with partially-and globally-organized UO patterns. Evidence of anomalous transfer would have been found if CAEs induced with partially-organized UO patterns were stronger when tested with globally-organized test patterns. Instead, Dodwell and O'Shea found the opposite: CAEs induced with partially-organized patterns were strongest when tested with partially-organized patterns.
The procedures used by Dodwell and O'Shea differ from those previously used to demonstrate anomalous transfer (e.g. Sharpe & Tees, 1978) in several points. First, anomalous transfer is normally induced and tested with free eye movements; not the fixation procedures used by Dodwell and O'Shea. Second, the spatial density of the UO patterns is much lower than in those used to demonstrate anomalous transfer.* It is suggestive that when Dodwell and O'Shea used a high-density, squarewave test stimulus following UO induction, they found CAEs that were orders of magnitude greater than those obtained on all other test patterns (although these square-wave test patterns were always used last, thus confounding test order, the magnitude of the differences suggests something additional to simple order effects). Since there seems to be no difference in global organization of a square-wave test stimulus compared with the globally-organized UO stimuli used by Dodwell and O'Shea, it is difficult to attribute the differences in CAE strength to global organization alone.
Dodwell and O'Shea attributed these unexpected differences in CAE strength to "the more richly contoured square-wave solid-bar test stimulus.., giving rise to far stronger McCollough effects than the optimum combinations of test and induction stimuli" (1987, p. 577) . This is in keeping with our concerns about spatial density outlined above, and suggests that CAEs do not spread readily across the large uncontoured regions of Dodwell and O'Shea's test stimuli, but do spread over the smaller uncontoured regions of squarewave patterns. We develop these ideas about spreading below. For now we simply note that colour spreading appears to implicate spatial density (of contours) as a factor determining whether anomalous transfer is observed. An additional aim of Expt 3, therefore, was to search for anomalous transfer more rigorously by factorially manipulating both the organization and spatial density of induction and test contours. *When organized into bars, the luminance profile of UO patterns is rectangular with a black/white duty cycle of approx. 25% (cf. conventional square-wave gratings with a 50% duty cycle).
Method Subject
Thirty-two volunteers with normal or corrected-tonormal visual acuity and normal colour vision were recruited from students of the Department of Psychology at the University of Queensland. No observer had ever participated in a study of CAEs, and all were naive as to the purposes of the study.
Apparatus
Stimuli were displayed on an Apple high-resolution colour monitor driven by customised software implemented on a Macintosh II using the Hue, Saturation, Value (HSV) colour space (Apple Computer Inc., 1988) . The stimulus patterns consisted of a circular figure comprising black vertical or horizontal contour elements embedded in a white background. Individual contour elements subtended 1.40 x 0.40 deg of visual angle at a viewing distance of 77.5 cm, and the whole figure subtended 9.52 deg of visual angle. Both induction and test stimuli varied in the density and organization of the contour elements. High-density patterns contained approx. 42 elements in a whole-field display, and lowdensity patterns contained approx. 24 elements (see Fig. 4 ). Contour elements in one set of patterns were positioned randomly; these we call partially-organized patterns. Elements in a second set of patterns were arranged to form uniform bars, and termed globallyorganized patterns. High-density and low-density version of these patterns had rectangular luminance profiles with dark/light duty cycles of approx. 40 and 21% respectively.
The four sets of induction stimuli consisted of pairs of whole-field patterns containing either horizontal or vertical contour elements superimposed upon a green (CIE Y = 26.2, x = 0.293, y = 0.595) or a magenta background (CIE Y = 12.1, x = 0.345, y = 0.186). Four test patterns corresponding to induction pattern-pairs contained horizontal contour elements on one side of the vertical axis of symmetry, and vertical contour elements on the other side (see Fig. 4 ). Contour elements in test patterns were superimposed on a white background (CIE Y = 38.8, x = 0.254, y = 0.286). Colour-matching disks subtending 1.85 deg of visual angle were placed 2 deg either side of the split-field test patterns. The saturation of each colour matching disk could be varied independently in the directions of the two induction colors by depressing separate pairs of keys. One key in each pair increased the saturation in the direction of the magenta induction stimulus and reduced saturation in the direction of the green induction stimulus. The other key increased the saturation in the direction of the green induction stimulus, and reduced saturation in the direction of the magenta induction stimulus.
Procedure
Observers were randomly assigned to one of four groups, each group viewing a different set of induction patterns (partial-organization, low-density; partial-organization, high-density; global-organization, lowdensity; global-organization, high-density). Prior to induction, observers placed their heads on a chin rest and pre-test measures were obtained. Before presentation of each test pattern, observers were asked to close their eyes while the experimenter set the hue and saturation of each colour-matching disk to a random value just either side of objective white. Half of these were in the direction of magenta, the other half in the direction of green. Observers then adjusted the hue and saturation of each colourmatching disk until it matched the appearance of the immediately-adjacent half of the test pattern. Observers then closed their eyes while the HSV coordinates corresponding to each colour-matching disk were recorded. This procedure was repeated twice for each of the four test patterns. On four occasions horizontal elements were on the left and vertical elements on the right, and on the remaining four occasions these relationships were reversed. All observers viewed the same four test patterns in counterbalanced order, irrespective of induction condition.
Observers then viewed the induction patterns alternating every 22 sec for 20 min, with a dark interval of 1 sec between the presentation of patterns. No fixation points were provided, and subjects were asked to keep their eyes approximately in the centre of the patterns. After a 5 min rest period with the lights on, observers were presented with the test stimuli and post-test measures were obtained. The procedures used to obtain post-test judgements were identical to those used during pretest.
Results
The saturations (%) in HSV coordinates for pre-and post-test colour-matches were scored positive if the corresponding hues were in a direction consistent with CAEs expected by the colour-orientation contingencies 
Partial-Organization
Global-Organization
Induction Patterns used in the induction condition, and negative if they were not. The mean saturation of colour-matches was then determined for patterns with different levels of pattern organization (partial-organization vs globalorganization) and different spatial densities (highdensity vs low-density) by averaging scores obtained for both horizontal and vertical contour elements across stimulus presentations. Mean pre-test scores were subtracted from mean post-test scores, providing a net mean saturation of colour-matches for each of the four types of test patterns.
A four-way analysis of variance with a mixed design was used to examine the net mean saturation of colour-matches. Between-groups factors were Induction-organization (partial-organization vs globalorganization) and Induction-density (high-density vs low-density), and within-groups factors were Testorganization (partial-organization vs globalorganization) and Test-density (high-density vs low-density). All main effects were significant. For Induction-organization, the saturations of colourmatches were greater when contour elements were globally-organized (.Y(=2.95) than when they were partially-organized (~'= 1.87; F~1,28)=9.61, P <0.01). Similarly, test patterns with globally-organized contour elements resulted in colour matches with greater saturations (,~= 2.86) than those obtained with partiallyorganized contour elements (X= 1.96; F~1,28)=22.76, P < 0.001). No interactions between the organization of induction and test patterns were significant. Similar results were obtained for spatial density. Colour matches were greater for high-density induction patterns ()(= 3.05) than for low-density induction patterns (X = 1.77; F(1,28) = 13.46, P < 0.001); and greater for high-density ()(= 3.32) test patterns than for low-density test patterns (.Y(= 1.50; F<L 28) = 98.26, P < 0.001). There was no significant interaction between the organization and spatial density of test patterns.
Discussion
The results of Expt 3 confirm our findings in Expt 2 that global organization is not essential in the induction of CAEs: all randomly-organized patterns resulted in reliable effects. This could be taken to contradict Dodwell and O'Shea's original assertions regarding the necessity of global organization for inducing CAEs. The results of Expt 3 also suggest that the differences in strength between CAEs observed on MO and UO patterns in our Expt 2 were due to differences in both the spatial density and the global organization of the patterns under consideration, the latter being consistent with Dodwell and O'Shea's general thesis that pattern organization plays some role in CAE phenomena.
Some insights into the role of global organization are provided by our observations that CAEs observed with high-spatial-density test patterns were always greater than CAEs observed with low-spatial-density patterns, irrespective of Induction-organization (partial vs global) and Induction-density (high vs low). Since highspatial-density patterns (40% black/white duty cycles) approximated square-wave gratings (50% black/white duty cycles), these results are consistent with the observations of anomalous transfer in general, and with the anomalous transfer observed on square-wave test gratings reported by Dodwell and O'Shea. The results of Expt 3 also indicated that anomalous transfer depended on the organization of test patterns. That is, CAEs observed with globally-organized test patterns (gratings) were always stronger than CAEs observed with partiallyorganized test patterns (randomly-positioned elements), irrespective of whether the effects were induced with one pattern or the other. Although expected, Dodwell and O'Shea failed to find similar evidence for this aspect of anomalous transfer. It may be that anomalous transfer requires free eye movements during induction and test.
In general, the results of Expt 3 indicate that the spatial proximity of contours/elements (i.e. spatialdensity) in induction and test patterns and their global organization are equally effective in influencing the overall magnitude of CAEs. While the influences of pattern organization are consistent with arguments regarding the global determinants of CAEs, the influences of spatial density are not so consistent. Dodwell and O'Shea would predict no differences in global organization between high-and low-density versions of one particular pattern organization.
As foreshadowed earlier, an alternative interpretation may be couched in terms of the spatial generalization, or colour spreading, of CAEs between contour elements. In the high-density patterns, the distances over which CAEs must spread are less than in the low-density patterns, resulting in spatial summation and mutual enhancement. This might also apply to the spreading of colour along contours: patterns in which elements are more consistently aligned (globally-organized) would result in stronger CAEs than those in which the organization of elements is more haphazard. To examine the nature of these differences, we measure CAEs at edges and CAE spreading away from edges in Expt 4.
EXPERIMENT 4
To establish how a phenomenon like colour spreading might be measured, we induced CAEs in a number of observers and asked them to comment on the appearance of subjective colours in test patterns used previously (i.e. Expts 1 and 2). Once told what to look for, most observers had no difficulty in identifying two distinct types of illusory colour phenomena. Colours at edges, particularly in patterns of randomly-positioned elements, were described as being concentrated at black/white transitions, giving an overall appearance of separate "halos". We term these edge colours. Colours evident in contourless areas appear desaturated and relatively uniform; we term these spread colours.
A preliminary investigation of the distinction between edge colours and spread colours in CAEs has been reported by Broerse and Wiles (1989) . It suffices here to note that in her original account of edge-contingent CAEs, McCollough (1965) proposed that the subjective, LOCAL AND GLOBAL FACTORS IN CAES 221 uniformly-coloured, appearance of patterns of vertical and horizontal lines were special instances of the "phantom" coloured fringes seen at object boundaries after prolonged wearing of prismatic spectacles [i.e. aftereffects induced by chromatic aberration (see Kohler, 1951 Kohler, , 1962 ]. Implicit in this description of CAEs as "fringes" is the recognition that subjective colour spreads from an edge into neighbouring uncontoured regions of pattern, gradually becoming less saturated as distances increase (e.g. Stromeyer et al., 1973; see above) . It follows that colours at edges will be seen as distinct fringes only if there is a single edge, as in the case of an object boundary, or if the edges of an achromatic test pattern/grating are sufficiently far apart. If edges are closer together, as in patterns of lines used by McCollough originally, then (spread) colours in uncontoured regions may interact spatially to give the impression of a uniformly-coloured pattern.
Based on these considerations, Broerse and Wiles (1989) modified the chromaticities of edges in an achromatic square-wave grating by adding a "real" coloured fringe that was itself barely visible when the whole pattern was viewed at appropriate distances. They noted that this display was similar to the conditions for observing neon colour spreading (van Tuijl, 1975) at each black-white luminance transition (see van Tuijl & de Weert, 1979) , and created the impression of a desaturated uniformly-coloured grating strongly resembling the appearance of an achromatic test grating after the induction of CAEs (i.e. spread colours were visible in uncontoured spaces between edges). Broerse and Wiles also showed that prior inspection of these colour-biased edges was sufficient to induce uniformly-coloured CAEs when viewed on conventional achromatic square wavegratings. The spread-and edge-colour components of the CAEs were affected differently by changing the duty cycle of the achromatic patterns. As the distance between black bars increased, the strength of spread colours decreased. The strength of edge colours, however, was relatively independent of the distance between black bars.
Given the extent to which spatial density and global organization were shown to influence CAEs in Expt 3, we decided to examine edge colours and spread colours for both the MO and UO patterns used by Dodwell and O'Shea. One reason is that it is possible that subjects were responding to spread colours in MO patterns, and edge colours in UO patterns; this would account for the differences in the strength of CAEs elicited with MO and UO patterns. Another is our finding that high-density patterns give stronger CAEs than low-density patterns (Expt 3). This is difficult to explain in terms of global organization, but easy to explain (at least phenomenally) in terms of spread colours being less "diluted" over the *In the patterned matching disks, the diagonal bars oriented at 45 deg to the vertical/horizontal induction elements lie outside the orientation tuning ranges of CAEs induced by these elements (Grimbeek & Broerse, 1988; see also Stromeyer, 1978) . No CAEs should thus be visible on the contours of the matching disk.
VR 35/2 C small inter-element distances of high-density patterns than over the large inter-element distances of lowdensity patterns.
Subjects
Eight volunteers with normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity and normal colour vision were recruited from the students and staff of the Department of Psychology at the University of Queensland to act as observers. Six observers had previously participated in studies of CAEs.
Apparatus
Stimuli were displayed on an AppleColor highresolution colour monitor driven by a program implemented on a Macintosh II. The stimulus patterns consisted of a circular figure comprising black horizontal and vertical contour elements. Individual contour elements subtended 1.67 x 0.44 deg of visual angle at a viewing distance of 79 cm, and the whole figure subtended 9.8 deg of visual angle. As with Expt 2, induction patterns contained contour elements of different orientations (MO), or contour elements of the same orientation (UO). Contour elements in the MO patterns were placed in randomly-perturbed positions, while those in the same-orientation patterns were also globally-organized into broken bars (see Fig. 5 ). Contour elements in the induction stimuli were embedded in either a green or a magenta field and the CIE values for these colours were identical to those in Expt 3.
The test patterns were similar to the contrast stimuli used in Expt 2, except the upper or lower quadrants were unpatterned. The unpatterned quadrants contained a colour-matching spot subtending 2.9 deg which was either homogeneous or separated into two halves by a diagonal bar (see Fig. 5 ). The diagonal bar subtended 1.74 x 0.44 deg of visual angle.* As with Expt 3, the hues and saturations of the colour-matching spots could be adjusted through a range bounded by the hues and saturations of the induction stimuli with an achromatic centre point (see below). Contour elements in the test patterns were embedded in a white field, and the CIE values of the field were identical to the test stimuli employed in Expt 3.
Procedure
This experiment was conducted over several days. Observers viewed MO patterns on one day, and UO patterns on another day. At least 2 days separated successive induction sessions, and the order in which observers viewed either set of induction patterns was counterbalanced.
Prior to induction, observers placed their heads on a chin rest and pre-test measures were obtained. Observers were presented with a test pattern, required to fixate its centre, and asked to describe each half of the pattern as either red, green, or colourless. Their response was noted if they described the test patterns as colourless. If either half of the test pattern was described as red or geen, then observers were asked to close their eyes while the experimenter set the colour and saturation of each colour-matching spot to a random value. Observers were then allowed to look at the colour-matching spot, and asked to adjust its hue and saturation to match the colour perceived either at the edges, or away from the edges of the test contours on the same half of the test pattern. Observers were allowed to look between the fixation point and the colour-matching spot while they attempted to reproduce the colour of the test stimulus. They were allowed to look back and forth between the fixation spot and the colour-matching spot as many times as was necessary to make a satisfactory match. During tests in which observers matched the colours perceived at the edges of the test contours (i.e. edgecolour), manipulation of the keys changed the colour of only a two pixel wide strip (0.2 deg) at the edges of the black diagonal across the colour-matching spot. During tests in which observers matched the colours perceived on the uncontoured areas between test contours (i.e. spread-colour), however, manipulation of the keys changed the colour of the entire spot (the diagonal bar was removed). This procedure was repeated eight times for each of the test patterns. The order of presentation was randomized, with the constraint that all test patterns must have been presented before a particular pattern could be presented again.
During induction, patterns were alternately presented every 22 sec for 30 min with a dark interval of about 1 sec. Observers were required to fixate the central spot for the entire time. Following induction, observers were *A two-way ANOVA was used as a convenience for examining simple effects (edge colour as a function of pattern type; spread colour as a function of pattern type).
and test patterns used in Expt 4 (see text).
allowed to take their heads from the chin rest during a 5 min rest period with the laboratory lights lit to allow afterimages to dissipate. During the post-test phase, observers placed their heads back on the chin rest and repeated the pre-test procedure. Test sessions typically lasted over an hour. To counter the effects of decay, top-up induction periods of 5 min were conducted each time observers provided colour-matches for all test stimuli.
Results
The saturations of pre-and post-test colour-matches were assigned positive values if the corresponding hues were consistent with the colour-orientation contingencies presented during induction, and negative scores if they were not. The mean saturation of colour matches at edges and away from edges for MO and UO patterns were calculated by averaging scores across stimulus presentations. The net mean saturation scores were then found for each observer by subtracting pre-test from post-test scores. These scores were then transformed by expressing them as natural logarithms.
The transformed net saturation scores were examined using a two-way within-subjects analysis of variance. The two factors were Colour-type (edge-vs spread-) and Pattern-type (MO vs UO).* The analysis revealed a significant Colour-type × Pattern-type interaction, F~L7~ = 12.13, P < 0.05, illustrated in Fig. 6 . There was no significant difference between the saturation of colour-matches for MO and UO patterns when observers matched edge colours. When observers matched spread colours, however, the saturation of colour matches on MO patterns was significantly less than that obtained with UO patterns, F~t,7)= 6.10, P < 0.05. 
Discussion
Distinguishing edge from and spread colours clarifies the effects of global organization and spatial density on the strength of CAEs. We repeated our findings of Expt 2 that MO patterns produce CAEs, and that these are weaker than those induced with UO patterns. Further, Expt 4 increases the generality of the finding of UO CAE superiority by using globally-organized patterns, rather than partially-organized patterns used in Expt 2. Finally, we have localized the differences between MO and UO CAEs to spread colours, edge colours being the same in the two cases.
The finding that difference in CAE strength in MO and UO patterns are due to differences between spread colours suggests that these are typically reported when observers are asked to judge the strength of CAEs. Observers in our Expt 2, who were simply instructed to report the magnitude of colours, must have been reporting spread colours as their results are similar to those we obtained when observers were specifically instructed to report spread colours. Observers in Dodwell and O'Shea's Expt 2 were also likely to be reporting spread colours as CAEs for MO stimuli were so weak as not to be significantly different from zero.
The significance of the distinction between edge colours and spread colours is that it provides an opportunity to reconsider the apparent "global advantage" of UO stimuli in the observation/measurement of CAEs. The results reported by Broerse and Wiles (1989) suggest that illusory colours at edges spread across the white areas of test gratings to produce the (mis)perception of a uniformly desaturated grating. The effects of global organization upon the magnitude of CAEs, therefore, are to some extent mediated by its effect upon the extent of colour spreading. Since previous studies have reported that neon colour spreading is more pronounced with regularly structured patterns (Redies, Spillmann & Kunz, 1984; van Tuijl & Leeuwenberg, 1979) , it is perhaps not surprising that spread colours observed with patterns containing similarly-oriented elements (i.e. UO patterns) were greater than those observed with patterns containing a mixture of orthogonally-oriented elements (i.e. MO patterns). We should point out, however, that in Expt 4 the orthogonal elements used in the latter also involved mixed pairings with both induction colours, separated by the use of central fixation, and this may have contributed to the differences reported. We are currently pursuing these questions by comparing UO and MO patterns containing elements with colour-modified edges similar to those previously used by Broerse and Wiles (1989) ; and by comparing edge and spread CAEs on UO and MO patterns under conditions similar to those used in Expt 3.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The implications of Dodwell and O'Shea's (1987) original findings have been canvassed widely: "Strong [CAEs] can be generated in the presence of either random or controlled eye movements ... [and may be used] as an argument discounting the explanation of static [CAEs] in terms of local color-spatial contingencies" (Dodwell & Humphrey, 1990, p. 86) ; and "Local orthogonality does not generate [CAEs] ... it is also necessary that the patterns that generate [CAEs] have some global structure" (Humphrey et al., 1989, p. 108) . Evidence for the global, spatiotopic determinants of CAEs has also figured prominently in recent debates concerning associative-learning accounts of CAEs (Siegel et al., 1992) . The four experiments reported in the present investigation suggest that Dodwell and O'Shea's original findings warrant careful reconsideration.
In their Expt 1, Dodwell and O'Shea found that systematic eye movements over complex induction patterns did not reduce the strength of CAEs. Since reductions in strength would have indicated cancellation of local colour-orientation contingencies, they took the absence of cancellation as evidence that CAEs are spatiotopic. In our Expt 1, we confirmed their finding that CAEs could be induced under eye-movement conditions (albeit only partially in that our eye-movement CAEs were reduced in strength; see above), but were able to reduce CAE strength simply by halving the diameter of the test stimuli. If CAEs were truly contingent upon the spatiotopic characteristics of patterns, such a reduction in size would be expected to have no effect. If, however, CAEs are contingent upon local orientation components, then the reduction is just what would be predicted: because of the complex geometry of each pattern, the cancellation achieved by overlapping these geometries using systematic eye movements is more complete in regions around the centre of each circular pattern than in peripheral regions. We conclude that if the spatiotopic organization of patterns effect the induction of CAEs at all, it is a minor determinant.
In Dodwell and O'Shea's (1987) Expt 2, they found no evidence of CAEs after induction with MO patterns, but significant CAEs when inducing with UO patterns. They concluded that global organization is necessary to induce CAEs. In our Expt 2, we were able to produce significant CAEs from randomly-organized, MO patterns, demonstrating that global organization is not necessary. We did, however, confirm Dodwell and O'Shea's finding that UO patterns lead to stronger CAEs than MO patterns.
On further investigation of this difference in Expt 3, we found that CAE strength could be enhanced by organizing UO induction and test stimuli into bars, and by increasing the density of the bar segments. This suggests some influence of global factors on CAEs, but we argued that such factors might be better understood in terms of spreading of CAEs between local edges. In these terms, the results of Expt 2 (MO effects weaker than UO effects) were taken to suggest that colour spreading in CAEs may be enhanced by similarlyoriented local elements.
In Expt 4 we replicated our findings that CAEs can be induced with MO patterns, and that these were weaker than those induced with UO patterns, but showed that the differences were confined to spread colours. We found no such differences in edge colours. This suggested that spread colours of CAEs are similar to phenomena of neon colour spreading. Taken together with the results of Expt 3, it seems that CAE colours spread preferentially along contours formed into bars, to adjacent contours of the same orientation, and to nearby adjacent contours. These results are consistent with observations reported in studies of neon colour spreading (see van Tuijl & Leeuwenberg, 1979) .
The significance of CAEs for theories of visual perception is that they provide examples of how information along one stimulus dimension, such as colour, is associated with information along another stimulus dimension, such as form. Accordingly, Dodwell and O'Shea (1987) attempted to explore the various postulates of LTG/NP by testing its predictions about the strength of CAEs induced with novel, perceptually-complex stimuli. While their results appeared consistent with LTG/NP, we have evidence that simpler, local mechanisms can account for much, if not all, of their data. Our experiments do not deny that the spatial determinants of CAEs may go beyond local colour-orientation contingencies, but redirect our thoughts to other considerations, such as the relationship between colour at edges and colour spreading (e.g. Grossberg, 1987a, b; Nakayama, Shimoj o & Ramachandran, 1990 ). Importantly, this relationship poses a challenge for models of CAEs that do not incorporate some facility for colour spreading.
As indicated in Dodwell and Humphrey's (1989) recent review of McCollough effects, few current theoretical approaches to the study of perceived form and colour are sufficiently comprehensive to encompass both CAE and colour-spreading phenomena. One exception is the type of functional architecture specified in the artificial neural networks investigated by Grossberg and his colleagues in recent years (Grossberg, 1987a, b; Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985; Grossberg & Todorovic, 1988) . The broad principle underlying this approach is that form and colour are analysed in parallel subsystems/networks that organise the activity of local features to extract surface boundaries [i.e. boundary contour system (BCS)]; and that measure the differences between the properties/features (e.g. colour, brightness, texture) of surfaces segregated by these boundaries [i.e. feature contour system (FCS)]. On this account colour spreading is presumed to have a neural analogue in the property of spreading activation, a dynamic property of "co-operative" architectures that permits the FCS to fill in areas segregated by a more global level of analysis (i.e. a form-bounded spatial averaging process): "the flow of colour or brightness is bounded by a compartment of the [BCS] segmentation, subject to attenuation with distance" (Grossberg, 1987a, p. 91) . The spread component of CAEs identified in Expt 4, therefore, would be initiated at local edges, and, in the first instance, be mediated by excitatory interactions between neighbouring units in the FCS (see Grossberg, 1987a, p. 92, Fig. 4) .
Because the known properties of McCollough effects are diverse, and impose both monocular and binocular processing constraints on any universal model that seeks to account for them, Grossberg's (1987b) proposals regarding the role of the FCS in CAEs are more analytical than prescriptive (e.g. from an implementation perspective). It is our understanding, for example, that while FCS-mediated colour spreading (described as a filling-in generator or FIG) is sensitive to local edge polarity it remains largely agnostic with respect to local edge orientation (Grossberg, 1987a, p. 92) ; even though "in principle" the FCS may contain cells with either oriented or non-oriented receptive fields, or both (Grossberg, 1987b, p. 151) : "orientation-sensitive aftereffects can be generated even if none of the FC System cells possesses an oriented receptive field ... [however] I separate the orientation sensitive properties of CAEs that can arise from non-oriented receptive fields from [those] that can arise from oriented FC System cells" (p. 150).
Accordingly, our suggestion in Expt 4 that the similarly-oriented elements of UO patterns appeared to enhance colour spreading in CAEs (relative to MO patterns), invites several possible interpretations, all centred on the question of whether the locus of adaptation involves local (oriented) edges, FIGs (oriented or non-oriented), or some combination of these. Since in the present investigation we are concerned only with the monocular properties of CAEs, the simplest of the options proposed is that outputs "from the monocular [FCS] syncytia are both orientationally tuned and chromatically tuned" (Grossberg, 1987b, p. 151) . In accounting for both the edge and spread components of CAEs, this option is consistent with earlier findings that locallygenerated (H/V) CAEs of the type observed with both UO and MO patterns in the present investigation do not generalize to test patterns in which each local element is rotated 45 deg on its own axis (Grimbeek & Broerse, 1988) , and with neurobiological evidence that horizontal connections in Area 17 of visual cortex are largely between cell clusters of similar orientation preference, and are excitatory in nature (Ts'o, Gilbert & Wiesel, 1986; Creutzfeldt, Garey, Kuroda & Wolff, 1977) .
In conclusion, much of the emphasis in recent investigations of perceptual processing has been directed at establishing that colour and form, and other visual attributes such as movement and depth, are processed in independent, parallel streams (e.g. Livingstone & Hubel, 1987 . The question often neglected in such investigations, however, is how information in parallel streams combines to give us the perception of a visual world containing coloured objects at different depths and moving in different directions. In postulating LTG/NP, Dodwell et al. attempted to address this question by formally articulating a principled basis for perceptual integration, an aim having its precedent in early attempts by the Gestalt movement to respond to the elementism of associative-learning accounts of perception. It is not surprising, therefore, to find the essential characteristics of these historical arguments re-surfacing in relation to associative-learning accounts of spatiotopy in CAEs (Seigel et al., 1994; Broerse & Grimbeek, 1994; Humphrey et al., 1994) . As the results of the present investigation provide little in the way of empirical support for suggestions that CAEs are dependant upon the spatiotopic characteristics of induction patterns, they also suggest that the basis for recent controversies involving associative-learning and LTG/NP accounts may be ill-founded (Broerse, Shaw, Dodwell & Muir, 1994) .
